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Wasp Canyon
Crag Profile: This little canyon has some of the steepest routes around. While every route on the Wild 
Overhang Wall is worth doing, Starlight (5.12d) is the main attraction and is not to be missed. In addition, 
there are some good moderates for parties with diverse/varying climbing abilities, including the classic 
W.A.S.P. (5.7).

Approach: Hike to Quarry Wall (p45) but before crossing the stream to get to the wall itself, continue 
walking a bit further along the trail to the right (east) and then cross the stream into a dense aspen grove. 
This is two canyons over from Quarry Wall, with the first being For Real Canyon.

40min
 15 Routes

≤5.7   5.8   5.9   5.10   5.11   5.12   proj/aid   A.M.

Wasp Canyon - left side

Note: The first six routes are on the right wall of the 
canyon, which is sometimes referred to as the Wild 
Overhang Wall or Starlight Buttress.

1. You are Here 5.11b 
Powerful underclings lead up the steep left-facing corner 
past a bolt to an overhanging hand crack. Jam to the 
slab, then traverse right to merge with Point of Entry. 
3 bolts, SR (95’)               FA: Kevin McLaughlin, Steve Cheyney

2. Point of  Entry 5.10c 
Follow steep jugs up the arête immediately right of You 
are Here. Move left at the second bolt, then head right 
up the ramp to merge with the top of Scorpion. 
4 bolts, rack to #1 Camalot (95’)
FA: Kevin McLaughlin, Steve Cheyney 1997

3. Scorpion 5.12b 
Climb Starlight to the third bolt and then bust hard left. 
Pull over the lip of the roof to a slab and then fire up the 
much easier face above. 8 bolts, rack to .75 Camalot (80’)
FA: Glenn Schuler, Kevin McLaughlin 1997; aka Microburst

4. Starlight 5.12d 
A Colorado classic. Start in the center of the steep 
overhang and fire up steep jugs and crimpers to where 
the angle lessens. Traverse hard right and then up to the 
hanging manta ray flake. Swing around to the right and 
continue up steep jugs to a sling anchor around a horn. 
The original line continues up the 5.8 face to the anchor 
shared with Scorpion, but this requires gear. This route 
has also been done entirely on gear a few times, but all 
agree the bolts should stay. 9 bolts to sling anchor (50’), 
rack to #1 Camalot if going to the bolted anchor above (80’)
FA: Kevin McLaughlin, Glenn Schuler 1997

5. Storm 5.12b 
This is another steep line that begins just right of 
Starlight and joins that route just past/right of the manta 
ray flake. Remember to bring some gear if going above 
the sling anchor. 8 bolts (50-80’)
FA: Kevin McLaughlin, Glenn Schuler
The Stormy G 5.12c 
This link-up offers the most continuous climbing on the 
wall. Climb Storm to the fifth bolt and then angle up and 
right into The G Route to hit the crux of both routes. 
9 bolts (75’)  FA: Jason Haas 11/12

6. The G Route 5.12b 
Find this bolted line on the right side of the steep 
overhang area and just left of The Raven’s Haven corner. 
Like its neighbors, you’ll find steep jugs to a short crimper 
crux, where a little bit of power and a whole bunch of 
endurance will see you through. 8 bolts (70’)          
FA: Glenn Schuler

7. The Raven’s Haven 5.10c
Aside from earning the "Worst Route at Thunder" award, 
there’s not much redeeming about it. From The G Route, 
head up and right on the low-angled corner that forms a 
bit of a chimney. Reach a massive roof and traverse hard 
left to finish on The G Route. 2 bolts, SR (80’) 
FA: Stefan Doucette, Kevin McLaughlin

Scott Bennett on Starlight, 5.12d.          Garrett Grove

Wasp Canyon - THUNDER RIDGE     6362     THUNDER RIDGE - Wasp Canyon
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16. Johnny Lat 5.12c 
This wild, sustained, and steep sport route links tiny 
crimps on the arête 15 feet left of Quivering Quill. It also 
forms one side of a wind tunnel on the north side, keep-
ing it a cool option on a hot day. 7 bolts (70’)
FA: Glenn Schuler, Kevin McLaughlin, Mark Milligan 1992

17. Quivering Quill 5.10c 
Try not to quiver on this taxing, physical jam crack. Punch 
through steep jams and wide pods to an exhausting fin-
ish. Rappel from a bolted anchor off to the right. 
Rack to #4 Camalot (50’)                 FA: Dan McClure, Doug Snively;
FFA: Jimmy Dunn, Earl Wiggins 07/72

Note: The next two routes are on the small west face.

18. The Angler 5.12a 
A stickclip is recommended for the first bolt, although it’s 
harder to get off the ground than it is to climb up to the 
bolt once you’re established on the wall. Angle up and 
left past another bolt, and then head hard left to a hang-
ing hand crack. Easy jamming leads to the top. 
2 bolts, rack 0.5 - #3 Camalot (45’)                  FA: Charles Walters

14

15

50’50’

1716

To Quivering Quill 
and Turkey Perch

13v

13

12
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11
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Turkey Tail - right side of the north face overview

12. The Chop 5.9+ 
P1: 5.9 This is the prominent squeeze chimney near the 
right side of the north face. Begin in the back of an in-
set between two ledges and squirm up the wide crack. A 
hand crack briefly appears out right halfway up. Once it 
fades, stick with the squeeze on the left to a ledge and 
belay.  The start is “R” without a Big Bro. Rack 0.5 - #3, (2) 
#6 Camalots, (1) yellow Big Bro (60’)
P2: 5.9+ An optional short pitch continues through a 
steep hand crack just left of a notch and just right of a 
dumpy fist crack behind a pillar. Down climb the back of 
it to belay in an alcove. Rack 0.3 – #5 Camalot (40’)
FA: Steve Cheyney, Tom Eisenman

13. Captain Moogals 5.12b PG13 
Just left of The Chop is a finger and tight-hands crack 
leading to a prominent undercling. Make a big pull from 
the undercling into a flared crack. When the two cracks 
fade, make a hard mantel onto the slab and friction up to 
the ledge. Rack doubles to .75 Camalots, nuts (60’)
FA: Jason Haas 09/13
Variation 1: 5.10b 
Climb up to the undercling and then cut hard left into 
The Chop and finish on that route. Rack to #3, (1) #6 Ca-
malot (60’) FA: Tony Bubb, Jason Haas 08/13
Variation 2: 5.11c 
From the undercling, move left into The Chop, follow 
the wide-hands crack right of the offwidth until it ends, 
then move back right into the main line. This avoids the 
powerful crux, but still has to contend with the technical 
mantel finish. Rack to #3, (2) 0.4 – .75 Camalots, nuts (60’) 

Note: The next four routes are near the northwest cor-
ner (very close to Turkey Perch).

14. Alcove Crack 5.8+ 
To the left of the tunnel/corridor for the following route is 
a short hand crack that doesn’t quite reach the ground. 
Make a high reach to a hand jam and follow the crack to 
a ledge. Traverse right to a webbing anchor. No photo. 
Hand-sized cams (30’)

15. Corridor Sport Route 5.11b 
Scramble through the tunnel/corridor next to Johnny Lat 
and set up a belay (small cams) atop a massive wedged 
chockstone. Climb the short, bolted face to an anchor. 
4 bolts, 0.75 Camalot (40’)
FA: Bill Schmausser

Quivering 
Quill
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18

19

20

17 Captain Hook

19. Captain Hook 5.12a 
This west-facing sport route is harder than it looks. 
Crimp past four bolts and pull over the lip. Belay on gear 
and then move left to the anchor on Quivering Quill to 
get down. 4 bolts, #2 – #3 Camalots for the anchor (40’)
FA: Bill Schmausser, Fred Dearborn, Julie Murrell

Note: The remaining routes can be found along the 
sunny south side.

20. Piece of  Cake 5.11c 
Although short, this route still gets three stars due to its 
amazing jams out a 40-degree overhang. Either begin 
at the far right end of the ledge next to Captain Hook, 
or start on the ground, around the corner on the south 
face. The latter option adds another 30 feet of moder-
ate, broken climbing (worth skipping). Boulder up the red 
Camalot hand crack and pull the lip. Belay shortly there-
after for your second’s sake. Rap from bolted anchors on 
the west face near Quivering Quill. 
Rack .75, (3) #1, (2) #2 Camalots (30’)
FA: Ajax Greene, Jimmy Dunn 12/77

“[After many failed attempts the two 
were] frustrated [and] were ready to call 
it quits when Ajax found the energy for 
one more try – barefoot! In the fading 
sun of a December afternoon, Ajax led 
the crack on his first barefoot try. Jimmy 
removed his shoes and followed, also 
without falling. The name was obvious: It 
was just a Piece of Cake.”
          - Steve Cheyney, For Turkey's Only

Giulia Luebben, age 10, leading Left-Handed Jew, 5.7, p107.          Dan Gambino

Dave Montgomery on Piece of Cake.            Dillon Hryze
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BIG ROCK CANDY MOUNTAIN AREA
Introduction: Wild, and untamed, the formations surrounding BRCM have a certain je ne sais quoi about 
them. The area is remote and hard to access for those without a fourwheel-drive vehicle or a willngess to walk 
a long ways, and the climbing tales of yore that come out of here are almost as big as Big Rock itself.

Big Rock Candy Mountain is a magical, 1,200-foot hunk of stone that every Platte climber should aspire to 
climb one day. The rocks surrounding BRCM, however, are a little more lackluster. The Great Googly Moogly 
has some good cragging lines, but is not a destination by itself. Same goes for Longwater Dome as few will 
be up for its true prize - Barracuda (5.11d). The Vegetable has some nice moderates on it, especially Mixed 
Greens (5.7), which is a fun, mellow route for those looking for a long climb. But some climbers will find the 
drive to the formation as challenging as the routes themselves. The Turret is terrible; stay away. D.B.C. (which 
stands for Don't Bolt Cracks) Dome is a long walk with little reward; your time is best spent elsewhere. But the 
raw granite of Tick Dome has been worked on, like Michelangelo's David, by Rich Aschert, changing it from an 
overlooked outcrop to a cleaned-up and well-protected crag. In addition to the aforementioned crags, there 
are countless unclimbed domes, crags, and outcrops in this zone.

Driving Directions: See each formation for specific 
directions, but to get close see below:
Approaching formations from the west: From Pine 
Junction and the intersection of US-285 and CO-126, 
head south on CO-126 for 21.6 miles and turn right 
onto FS-211 at a sign for Cheesman Reservoir, Lost Valley Ranch, and Goose Creek Campground. If coming 
from the south, this is 2.6 miles north of Deckers on CO-126. Once on this dirt road, drive uphill for 2.0 miles 
and make a right (straight would lead down to Cheesman Reservoir). Go an additional 1.1 miles and stay left 
at a fork with FS-560/Stoney Pass Road. There will be a fork at 6.3 miles with a sign for Lost Valley Ranch; 
go right. Pass the Goose Creek Campground after 9.3 miles and FS-558 (on right) after 11.0 miles. The Tick 
Dome parking is at 12.9 miles (on the left at a metal sign) and the Big Rock parking is at 13.1 miles (also on 
the left at a big dirt parking area/gated dirt road).

"[Big Rock Candy Mountain] is truly a summit 
only for rock climbers.” 

- Ken Trout, South Platte Rock
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Approaching formations from the east: Leave CO-67 
8.7 miles south of Deckers at Westcreek by turning 
right (west) onto Abbey Avenue. Drive 0.2 miles to a 
stop sign and turn left. Go 0.5 miles and take a right 
onto Stump Road/CR-68. Drive 2.4 miles and make 
a right at FS-360/CR-51. Take FS-360 for 7.7 miles 
(going past Turkey Rock at mile 2.4) to FS-205/Met-
berry Gulch. (Note: This requires a four-wheel drive 
vehicle with a bit of clearance.)

Camping: There is free dispersed camping at all 
the parking areas. If you're looking for an established 
crampground with a toilet and water, use Goose 
Creek Campground on the west side.

1.  Green Moray 5.5  p156

2. Barracuda 5.11d R  p157

3. Field of  Dreams Growing
     Wild 5.11d R  p151

4. Childhood's End 5.12a  p151

5. Elixer of  Life 5.12a  p135

6. Shock Treatment 5.12d  p146

7. Question Your Progression
     5.13d  p133

Big Rock Candy Mountain 
Area's Hit List

A C-130 flying through the narrow valley between, and below the summits of BRCM 
and Tick Dome. It's not uncommon to see them buzz the Cathedral Spires as well on 
their training circuit back to Peterson Air Base in Colorado Springs.          Rich Aschert


